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Preface
The component-based approach to produce software from smaller units
has attracted increasing attention of both research and industry. Software
composition extends this approach because it does not only reason about
component models but investigates into technology to compose and adapt
components.
The rational behind this trend is in the promise of reuse. This is the idea
to produce software by “plug & play” components which already exist or are
produced by diﬀerent external vendors. Components and software compo-
sition are considered to be a new way to overcome the remaining problems
(e.g. reusability, deal with complexity) still not solved by the object-oriented
paradigm.
Topics of Interest: In this context, the intention of this workshop is to
collect new approaches and experiences to software composition, e.g.,
• novel composition operators
• composition languages
• merging techniques
• adaptation techniques
• veriﬁcation and validation techniques
• view-and aspect composition techniques
• dynamic composition techniques
• program analysis for composition
• uniform composition techniques for XML dialects
• generic semantic analysis for uniform composition
• semantics-based composition (components and the Semantic Web)
• components and Web Services
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